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AIRMAN'S CAVE
INTRODUCTION
Airman's Cave is now the sixth longest cave in Texas , with over two miles
of mapped passage. But unlike most long
Texas caves,the end is not in sight.
While no long caves really have an "end'~
at least in Texas they have been well
explored and leads are small and grim.
Only one cave longer than Airman's
(Powell's) has a large major passagethat
has not been explored or mapped. Thus
Airman's Cave can be expected to gain on
its rivals and within the next few years
should be the third or fourth longest in
Texas. To go beyond this and become the
longest cave in the state, Airman's Cave
would have to beat Powell's and Indian
Creek Caves. This is theoretically
possible as the geologic conditions are
such that Airman's Cave could be the
longest cave in Texas, but if all the
cave had to be mapped through thepresent
entrance it would take very many years
to map enough cave to surpass Powell's.
And as luck would have it the major
unexplored passage in Powell's is headed
directly toward the large cave reached
through the "Silver Mine", so Powell's
Cave is more likely to get a new
entrance than Airman's. Perhaps the
deciding factor as to which will be the
longest cave in Texas will be the cost
of transportation. In which case
Airman's Cave, conveniently located in
an urban area, will pull ahead as it
will be cheaper to crawl than drive.
Trying to predict the future is
probably futile as even the present
status of Airman's is uncertain. The
exact length of Inner Space, currently
the next longest, is in doubt as I can
not find the map of the Dry Section. I
hate to think of starting over on the
Dry Section, and this has held up mapping
in Inner Space. The chance of a breakthrough in Inner Space into a new large
section is good once exploration resumes,
and so Inner Space may represent a
moving target. Little work is currently
underway in any other large Texas cave,
and as the length of Airman's is not
limited by geologic factors, its rank on
the long cave list will depend primarily
on the number of crawl hours P~nPn~o~

HISTORY
Airman's Cave was discovered toward
the end of April in 1971 when L. Tordo
and J. Will were approaching the end of
their Air Force career and about to
return to civilian life. Tordo and Will
naturally had little interest in hanging
around the Air Force base and spent
their time exploring their neighborhood,
Down the hill from their home along
Barton Creek they found a small crack
about 6 by 2 inches that blew a constant
stream of cool air. Reasoning that all
that air had to come from somewhere,they
started digging into the cliff face
following the air flow. At first they
used sand bags from Bergstrom AFB,
filling the bags with dirt and dragging
them to the entrance. This was laborious,
and they soon devised a better method
using an old rug. They would slide the
rug to the end of the hole, pile the dirt
on the rug, and then pull everything out
to the entrance. The tunnel they were
following was a mostly dirt filled
passage about four feet high and three
feet wide narrowing slightly as they dug
further back. Their progress was followed by Mike Bradly, a Balcones Grotto
caver who lived a few blocks away. When
he first talked to Tordo and Will they
told him it would take about four weeks
to dig through to open cave, and sure
enough when Mike returned to the cave
four weeks later he found digging operations complete and a tight but passable
crawlway continued on into the cliff.
Even though the passage blew a strong
current of air, it was small and did not
look promising. Everyone knew that holes
in cliffs were little more than shelters
anyway.

EXPLORATION

After hearing of the cave from Mike
Bradly at a Balcones Grotto meeting, Wes
Loder and I decided the cave was worth
i nvestigating. The next weekend Wes and
Linda Loder and I walked up Barton Creek
t o the cave. We decided we might as well
map the cave while there, for then we
111ou ld have it finished and wouldn't have
t o come back. Surveying was slow but
picked up speed once we were through the

entrance squeeze. After three hours we
real ized that this was a major cave. It
took several more trips just to explore
and ma p the cave as far as what is now
the end of the walking passage. Here a
pile of loose rocks blocked progress.
Thes e rocks looked movable, so a Balcones
Grot to trip was organized to dig through
and f ollow the air flow. On that trip
lve came upon some UT cavers in the cave,
~d af ter joining forces this larger
group struggled onward until it reached
the rockpile. A few minutes work cleared
a1vay the rocks and everyone crawled
furwar d. Since I was at the end of the
long line, by the time I reached the end

of the Walking Passage (which at this
point is only a crawlway) the others
were strung out far ahead. This situation
moved me to decide to check a lead I had
seen to the left. It lead around a corner
into a small room, and from this room a
small hole lead to a series of interconnecting cross passages 3 to 4 feet
high and 4 to 5 feet wide. While I was
busy exploring my find, my absence from
the rest of the group was not noticed.
Since they had checked the lead on the
way in, but missed the small hole, no one
could decide where I had gone. When they
finally found me excitedly crawling back
and forth through the maze, they decided
to name the area William's Maze; and as
they could actually stand up in parts of
the passage they followed, it was,
naturally enough, called the Walking
Passage. This passage ended in a low room
where most of the air movement came from
under a large rock in the one corner. It
was obvious that some digging was called
for to move f or ward in this area, but
after two more trips we had been unable
to do more than chip the rock. We finally
dug out underneath it,and the rock is
now called Crucifixion Rock
for the
position yo u have to assume in squeezing
underneath. Past the rock a small crawl
leads to what was nearly the end of the
cave. The passage was blocked by a mass
of breakdown, none of it very large, but
there was no obvious way through. It was
possible to squeeze along the left wall
to where small rocks blocked the way.
The first person in moved a few rocks
and decided it was hopeless and backed
out. The others wer e still fresh and
optimistic and wanted to see, so they
wormed their way in and moved a few more
rocks. It still looked hopeless, but by
the time the last person had moved a few
rocks it was possible to see a way
through. Two more trips finished the
digging. Then by crossing through the
duckover, a small hole about four feet
above the floor that connected with a
parallel passage, and climbing over the
168

Diving Board, a projecting slab of breakdown, a continuation of the main cave
passage was reached. It took more than
100 feet of crawling over and between
breakdown blocks to travel 30 feet forward, and the thought of returning
through the breakdown crawl always hung
heavily on all trips that passed this
point. But there was finally one incident
that forced improvements. A trip was
returning after 16 hard hours of crawling
in the back, and the last two people
waiting to enter the breakdown squeeze
went to sleep and could not be awakened
without crawling back through the
breakdown. Something had to be done! It
had been discovered while mapping that
all the breakdown we were crawling
through formed the floor of an upper
level passage. The 100 feet of crawling
was four feet under the floor of this
large passage. So with the help of a few
sticks of Kinepack, two short pits were
dug in the floor of this passage to
bypass the Breakdown Crawl. The new route
being called the Kinopass. Beyond the
Kinopass was a very pleasant section of
passage 2-3 feet wide and five feet highone did not have to crawl and there
were a few areas where it was possible to
walk upright. This section ended in
Karen Crawl, a crawlway 2 by 3 feet and
500 feet long. The trip that first dug
through the Breakdown, included Wes and
Linda Loder and myself, had reached the
middle of this crawlway when it was time
to return. So we left a Cairn (a pile of
rocks) at this point. A long discussion
followed as to whether it was a Karen
or Cairn, finally a compromise was
reached and the crawlway was named Karen
Crawl. The next weekend a trip passed
through Karen Crawl and explored Sherwood
Forest, a low wide maze only one to two
feet high with numerous pillars like the
trunks of large trees. Beyond this, a
section of almost walking passage led to
the Poetry Passage so named after a
poem composed by two early explorers and
left on the spot in a bottle. The Poetry
Passage was developed along a small
fault and angled backward toward the
main trend of the cave. It did notappear
to be the main way to go as most of the
air came from breakdown that blocked
the passage to the south. The Poetry
Passage was found to circle around and
end in the same breakdown. This south
breakdown proved stubborn and formed
the end of the cave for about two years.
169
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Bill Russell checking a lead in the
Walking Passage.
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several long trips were spent trying to
find the best place to dig, but digging
this far back into the cave was very
slow. The tunnel that finally broke
through was almost abandoned one foot
short of breaking through, but a small
current of air was felt through a small
hole in the side of the passage. A stick
of Kinepack opened it up and since that
time passages have been going everywhich
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way. The first objective beyond the 2nd
breakdown was to map all the open
passage on the other side of the breakdoHn as it was immediately obvious that
much more direct passage could be dug
through the breakdown. Unfortunately the
survey crews kept finding more cave and
the a rea across the breakdown has not
even been explored, much less mapped.
The last mapping trip took 21 hours. Over
2000 fe et were mapped and more leads
\ver e left unchecked than when they
started. They had planned to finish
surveying some small maze to the east of
the dug discovery tunnel and then the
area beyond the breakdown, but when they
found the Formation Room Passage (in
places it was 10 feet high and wide) all
previous plans were abandoned as they
shot 100 foot sights down walking passage.
This passage ends in an attractive
formation area where now dry pools
border ed with flowstone and filled with
sharp calcite crystals ex tend for over a
hundre d feet between pure white columns
growing from orange flows tone banks. The
back part of Airman's has several leads
that need exploring and mapping. The airfloH he re is essentially the same as at
the entrance, indicating we haven't
~ ssed through any appreciable part of
the cave.

MAPPING
On the first trip into Airman's Cave
we decided to map the cave while we were
there to avoid a return trip. Any cave
worth mapping was worth mapping right,
which means sketching to scale. Wes had
a small pocket ruler with 16 divisions
to the inch, so the logical scale was 16
feet to the inch. We thought a map this
large would be nice as that way the cave
could fill a sheet of paper. Little did
we know what was ahead of us that day.
Today the map of Airman's is over 16
feet long, but we have retained the 16
feet to the inch scale as a large scale
is necessary to show detail in the
smaller passages. This detailed mapping
is probably the most ambitious speleomapping project in Texas since the 10
feet to the inch map of Caverns of Sonora
was begun. The first section of the map
to the end of the 1-Jalking Passage was
surveyed using a tripod mounted Brunton
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and steel tape. The rest of the cave
was mapped with equal accuracy with a
hand held Suunto and fiberglass tape. I
had doubts that the accuracy of a hand
held Suunto was as good as a tripod
mounted Brunton. It just didn't seem
right that a smaller more easily used
instrument would be as accurate. However
surveying in La Gruta del Palmito was
done with the Suunto where the passages
are several hundred feet wide and consisted of an interlocking grid of
closures,gave positive proof that the
Suunto was as accurate as the tripod
mounted Brunton. The Airman's map is
sketched to scale while we are in the
cave on cross section paper_with 8X8
squares to the inch is used with a small
protractor. The next day a careful plot
is made and all data transferred to the
large map. We are not measuring vertical
angles in the cave, as the slope is so
small tha t it is less than a hand held
clinometer could measure. The geologic
map indicated that the Edwards Limestone
that the cave is in rises slightly along
the direction of the cave. The entrance
elevation is 500 feet and the cave goes
under a hill with a crest at slightly
over 700 feet. If the geologic map is
correct th e cave rises about 50 feet
betwe en the entrance and the end of the
cave, an average slope of about 2 feet
per hundred. It will not be possible to
publish the l a r ge map, but the plan of
the cave is significant and thus is best
seen on th e smaller map presented here.

Skip Choa te in a side passage near
Cross Roads .
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GEOLOGY & HYDROLOGY
Ai!man's Cave has developed about 20
feet below the top of the Edwards Limestone. Rodda in his Geology of the Austin
West Quadrangle describes the Airman's
Cave zone as "A 6 to 10 foot sequence of
dolomite, dolomite limestone, and a thin
solution collapse zone". This zone is a
prolific cave former and contains all
known caves in the Barton Creek area.
These include Charlotte's Cave and the
three Barton Creek Caves downstream and
the presently small Bullet Cave upstream.
It is not known exactly what concentrated
solution in this n~rrow zone. The lower
solution collapse zone about 50 feet
below the Airman's Cave zone is developed where a bed of highly soluble gypsum
has been removed by solution and the overlying rock collapsed. There is no evidence
of a bed of gypsum in Airman's Cave. The
walls are solid and bedding is regular.
Apparently this zone is a permeable zone
of pure carbonate and was able to capture
water flowing from surrounding layers.
The source of the water that formed
Airman's Cave is a plain that extends
from Oak Hill south into Hays County.
This plain is crossed by the shallow
valleys of several creeks, most of which
run only after heavy rains. their water
being lost into numerous fractures in
the limestone. Between the creeks the
poorly drained flats also contributemuch
infiltration. Thus after heavy rains,
large amounts of water enter the subsurface. At present this water resurges
at Barton Springs, the lowest point of
the Edwards Limestone Outcrop. However
to reach the springs this water has to
cross several faults, and in the geologic
past the conduits that lead to Barton
Springs were not well developed. So in
the past all the water that entered the
subsurface was unable to quickly reach
Barton Springs. The water table would
rise after rains and water would be
,
forced through the easily soluble Airman 5
cave zone north into Barton Creek.

Evidence of an intermittent flow of
water through the cave is preserved in
most of the breakdown throughout the
front section where the outer surface of
the breakdown blocks are case hardened
due to the repeated wetting and drying.
This surface hardening developed when
the cave would fill with water after a
rain and the pores in the rock forming
the breakdown would become saturated.
Then the rain would cease, the water
table would drop below the Airman's
cave level, and the cave would no longer
be full of water allowing dry outside
air to enter and evaporate water from
the rock surface. As the water evaporated
it would leave behind, at the surface,
the calcite d·issolved from the interior
of the rock. After repeated wettings
and evaporations the interior of the
rock would become soft and spongy. In
many cases solution has progressed to
where the breakdown block is only a
hollow shell. This process also affected
the cave walls, but became less effective
a1vay from the entrance where the
humidity always remains 100%.
The flow of water that formed Airman's
Cave was finally diverted as the lower
passages that feed the present Barton
Springs enlarged and were able to handle
the peak flow. This means that further
exploration into Airman's Cave should
reach the point of capture where Airman's
Cave joins the much longer Barton
Springs Cave System.
The flow of water through the Airman's
Cave Zone was controlled by fractures
formed during the development of the
Balcones Fault Zone. The main passage
reac hed at the end of the entrance crawl
follows a monocline, a zone of crumpling
where the rock is bent. This feature
di es out and the cave then turns east
along a series of joints to William's
Maze and then Walking Passage. There
parallel passages are successive cutoffs
that carried water from a fracture zone
that forms the . east end of the Walking
and \.Jilliam' s Maze Passages. This zone
is also dying out to the south (it quite
possibly develops into a fault to the
south), and the cave follows the ever
less prominent fractures formed along
this zone south through Karen Crawl to
Sherwood Forest. Here fracturing is so
Weak that the water flow spread out
along a bedding plain to form a wide
low area, crossed by several controlled
passages. These solution trenches in

the floor indicate _ that no sediment
was carried through the passage or these
troughs would be filled. Beyond Sherwood
Forest the cave intersects a new trend
of joints and small faults parallel to
the Poetry and Formation Room Passages.
The Poetry Passage is formed along a
small fault with a displacement of about
three feet. The south breakdown area is
formed where the two fracture systems
cross. As this area has not been explored
it is not known what trends the passages
follow south of the breakdown.
The main passage of Airman's Cave
once opened into Barton Creek, but
collapse caused by several erosions
blocked the end of the passage. Water
under pressure trying to reach Barton
Creek was first diverted east, and when
this entrance was also blocked, water
flowed to the west forming the present
small entrance passage. This passage
was then filled by sediment from floods
of Barton Creek. This sediment shrank
when it dried to form the crack that
lead to the discovery of Airman's Cave.

Except for both extreme ends, Airman's
Cave is overlain by the impervious Del
Rio Clay which seals the cave from
surface ~vater and prevents the development of formations. The Del Rio is
absent to the south and the Georgetown
and Edwards Limes tones are exposed on
the surface a bout th e south end of the
cave. These limestone formations allow
the passage of water and the effects of
this water are evident at the Formation
Room where flowstone has completely
blocked a major passage. It is hoped
that further south water entering
cracks and sinks will form open drains
that can be followed and will enable
cavers to reach the surface as well as
172

possible lower levels. However the
nearest large surface sinks are about
3000 feet beyond the present end of the
cave, so it will probably be a while
before any sinkhole drains are d~scovered.
Much more work remains to be done in
Airman's to explain why this thin Zone
of rock was so much more favorable to
cavern development than similar appearing
rock above and below. Also further
exploration should provide valuable
information in the structural controls
of groundwater movements. The only
geologic barriers to the cave extending
south into Hays County are the numerous
faults that interconnect in a complex
pattern that will be difficult for
Airman's Cave to avoid. These faults will
not only displace the cave layer, but
will tend to form shatter crush zones
that might be difficult to cross.

METEOROLOGY
The strong air flow through Airman's
Cave is powered by an unusual source of
energy.The daily pressure changes. As the
sun warms the air on a typical summer day
the atmospheric pressure decreases and
air flows from the cave to equalize the
pressure. At night the air cools, the
outside pressure increases and air flows
back into the cave. This daily pressure
change is small, about 10%. This change
in pressure cap give an idea of the
minimum size of Airman's Cave as changes
in volume are proportional to changes in
pressure. During a typical summer day
air flows out of the four foot square
entrance passage at an average velocity
of 2 feet per second for ten hours. This
gives a very approximate volume of 30,000
cubic feet of air leaving the cave during
the day in response to a 10% change in
air pressure. This gives a minimum volume
of the cave as 30,000,000 cubic feet of
air or about 100 miles of typical Airman's
Cave passage. However, the cave could not
be just one long tunnel as air from the
back of the cave could not reach the
entrance in ten hours if the cave was a
hundred mile long tunnel. Somewhere
there must be a large volume of cave,
either a room, or more likely a complex
of smaller passages.
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Linda Loder relaxes by standing up in
the Walking Passage.

MINERALOGY
The minerals present in Airman's Cave
have not been studied even though
apparently unusual minerals are present.
In several areas the ceiling and walls
sparkle with gypsum crystals and there
are even a few small gypsum flowers. The
most interesting mineral is a dark
mineral that has been deposited on the
1·1alls of the crawlway just past the end
of the Walking Passage. Silt forms the
floor of the cave near the entrance, but
from the One-legged-man Passage through
th e Walking Passage the floor is red
clay. Beyond the Walking Passage the
floor is composed of fine white powder
derived from partial solution of the
limestone. A few short formations, now
broken, had developed near the entrance
and a large area of flowstone forms the '
end of the Formation Room passage. As the
cave is extended further south other
ar ea s of formations should be encountered.

TECHNIQUE

the area to be mapped. It should be
possible to use current methods until
travel time reaches 10 to 11 hours.
Even though it's hard to carry any material
through Airman's Cave (no photographs
have been taken beyond the Walking
Passage), it might be possible to
establish a base camp about eight hours
from the entrance, although cavers in
other large caves have discovered that
base camps are not in general an
efficient way to explore a cave. The
cave is approaching a more populated
surface area and with luck the cave
might encounter an aid water well - now
abandoned since the houses above use
city water. With a hole to use we could
lower supplies and even have a phone
and electric wires in the cave. This
would be a first class camp.
We will soon know what the passages
beyond the south breakdown are like and
then we can make some realistic estimates
as to possible progress. The real problem
is that a breakdown area will block
progress and digging will be so timeconsuming that the breakdown will form
an effective end to the cave. The best
insurance against this is a large
number of parallel and interconnecting
passages. Only time and effort will tell.

At present the extent of Airman's
Cave is limited only by the effort put
into exploration. The thin solution zone
that forms Airman's Cave doubtless
extends south for at least several miles
and if other areas are as favorable for
cavern development as is the Barton Creek
Area there could be a very long cave in
southern Travis County. There are several
promising caves south of Airman's Cave
that with digging might connect with the
Airman's Cave solution zone, and eventually with Airman's Cave. However, these
caves are several miles to the south and
any possible connection would be long
and arduous. So Airman's Cave, for awhile
at least, will have to depend on
exploration through the present entrance.
The furthest point in the cave at
present could be reached by a good
crawler familiar with the cave in 3~ to
4 hours. An improvement of the timeconsuming crawlway through the south
breakdown will reduce this somewhat.
Host of a 20 hour Airman's trip is mapping,
digging, eating, and resting with only 8
or 9 hours devoted to travel to ana from
174

ACCESS
Even though located in an urban area,
Airman's Cave is at present open to all
who wish to enter. This has not always
been the case. Soon after the cave was
discovered, the owner of the land, Mrs.
Brodie, heard from her nephew, about 12
years old,that he had been back a "mile"
in a new cave on her land. Appalled that
a child was wandering through her cave,
she called the sheriff and told him to
do something about the cave. The sheriff
sent out a deputy, but he did not find
the entrance. So when the Balcones Grotto
contacted Mrs. Brodie about mapping the
cave, she agreed to let the group map
if they would install a gate to keep out
children. A chain was installed across
the smallest part of the entrance
squeeze which kept out all but the
smallest child. After many repairs and
improvements the gate was a success, but
about this time the city of Austin began
negotiations to buy the land as part of
The Barton Creek Greenbelt, and the
owners gave up worrying who was on their
land. It was then decided that it was
less trouble to remove the trash, names
and string than maintain the gate, so
the cave has been open to all.

This policy of open access will
doubtless eventually result in the need
for a cave "rescue" in Airman's Cave.
Many groups of cavers encountered in the
cave have only one flashlight, and were
this light to fail they would be trapped.
The cave is safe, but there will probably
be a long wait until someone who knew
the cave well was notified and found the
lost cavers. Fortunately most flashlight
explorers venture only a few hundred
feet into the cave so they will not be
difficult to find. It has been suggested
that a gate at the end of the Walking
Passage would greatly reduce the area of
a search. As yet this does not seem
justified as the cave past the Walking
Passage is presently visited only by
organized cavers, and only a very few
of the cavers that enter the cave ever
get to stand up.
Exploration and mapping in Airman's
Cave is very time consuming,and cavers
from other areas who would like to
participate in exploration and mapping
are more than welcome. The best plan is
to first visit the cave to see if this
is your type of cave. While the cave is
mostly crawling it is not, per foot, a
difficult cave, but there are a lot of
crawling feet. If the initial impression
is satisfactory,the next trip could be
to the back of the cave with a survey
team. This will be a chance to see a lot
of cave, but remember that this is not
like the usual trip where you spend two
hours in the cave and the rest of the
time is spent talking to the rancher
and driving to the cave. Airman's Cave
is 20 minutes from most of Austin.
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